
Partner Program

IPWEAQ PARTNER PROGRAM

plus

Partner | $7,700 (plus GST) | Value $12,000

Upgrade to Principal 
Partner for greater 
exposure...

  A double booth and priority 
position at our annual 
conference and a guaranteed 
trade display at branch 
conferences.

  Branding/sponsorship of an 
excellence award including 
your logo on the trophy and 
presentation of the award on 
stage. 

  Chair a stream or plenary 
session at the IPWEAQ 
annual conference.

  Table for 10 at our  
annual excellence  
awards gala dinner.

  Branding of the IPWEAQ 
Knowledge Centre with 
banner.  

  One-half page advertorial in 
any issue of Engineering for 
Public Works. 

  Your logo in a prominent 
position on our website 
linked to your website.

$12,800 (plus GST)

Value $22,000

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
One booth and priority allocation for 
position before non-Partner exhibitors. 
(value $4,000)

BRANCH CONFERENCES
Opportunity to exhibit at up to four branch 
conferences. Note: due to the size of some 
regional venues, it may not be possible to 
accommodate all Partners at each event. 
If we are unable to offer a trade display, 
we will ensure you still have a presence as 
a sponsor/Chair of a session or in some 
other way. Priority will be given to Principal 
Partners (guaranteed) then Partners before 
non-Partner exhibitors.

  Opportunity to host a Tech Tour 
for the SEQ Technical Series - 
due to limited opportunities, this 
is exclusive to IPWEAQ Partners.

  Two delegate registrations 
to the IPWEAQ annual 
conference including access to 
the conference proceedings 
(podcasts) (value up to $3,600). 

  Two delegate registrations 
for each branch conference 
per financial year (value up to 
$2,800).  

  A branded community in the 
IPWEAQ Knowledge Centre 
'Technical Products & Services' 
where you can add videos, 
product guides, media releases, 
photos and other promotional 
materials.

  10% discount on all sponsorship 
opportunities at the IPWEAQ 
annual conference and branch 
conferences and other IPWEAQ 
events including the roads 
symposia, Australian Engineering 
Week, Global Day of the 
Engineer etc.  

  Discounted rates to purchase 
IPWEAQ technical products 
including Standard Drawings, 
Complete Streets, QUDM etc. 

  Your employees may attend 
IPWEAQ events at member 
rates including the IPWEAQ 
annual conference and branch 
conferences.

  Your logo is displayed in the 
front pages of every issue of 
Engineering for Public Works. 

  Your logo on our website linked 
to your website. 

  Your logo on our conference 
websites and our conference 
App linked to your website.

  Our IPWEAQ Partner logo for 
use on your website, marketing 
collateral etc. 

  We invite you to share your 
content on our social media 
platforms including LinkedIn, 
Facebook and Twitter.


